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INTRODUCTION
ESSA’s vision is, ‘To enhance performance, health and well-being through the science of exercise &
sport’, with a mission to, ‘Lead and promote excellence in exercise and sports science for the benefits
of society and the professions’.
In 2018, Exercise & Sports Science Australia (ESSA) is comprised of over 8,000 members and 5,000
accredited professionals including Accredited Exercise Scientists (AES), Accredited Exercise
Physiologists (AEP), Accredited Sports Scientists (ASpS), and Accredited High Performance Managers
(AHPM).
In acknowledging the depth and breadth of professionals, industry, services provided, and consumers
reached by ESSA representatives, it is apparent that a collective advocacy effort is imperative to
address the various systematic issues and policy barriers limiting the reach and effectiveness of this
workforce on the health outcomes of Australians.
This toolkit is designed to assist the exercise and sports science workforce to address advocacy
issues and barriers within their individual sphere of influence. Specifically, this toolkit introduces
health advocacy processes and outlines key examples of ESSA strategies, as well as internationally
recognised and accepted advocacy strategies and templates that individuals can adopt and/or adapt
to advocate at a local level.
In providing the wider ESSA community with advocacy tools and messaging, ESSA aims to leverage
the collective lobbying power of our members and industry to increase accessibility and opportunities
for the workforce to enhance the health outcomes of Australians.
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ESSA AND ADVOCACY
‘Advocacy is the actions and strategies used and effective collaborations created to shift public opinion, create political and
community support, and influence decision-makers in addressing and improving specific health topics’[1]. Advocate comes from the
Latin word meaning to be called to stand beside and advocacy is the pursuit of influencing outcomes. This often involves influencing
public policy and resource allocation decisions within political, economic and social systems that directly affect people’s lives[2].

Advocacy can however be two-fold:
a)
b)

Reaction to an event or issue
Proactively planned in a logical manner

Effective advocacy requires a collective effort from individual practitioners at a grassroots level through to businesses, organisations
and associations at leadership levels and beyond. From an ESSA perspective, there are multiple contributors to advocacy initiatives,
all of which are valuable to the success in achieving end results (such as government policy and funding changes). ESSA’s key
advocates include:
• ESSA staff and National Board
• ESSA committees and working groups
• ESSA members
• ESSA accredited professionals
• Consumers
Advocacy, lobbying and awareness building cannot be done by one person or group of people. A one-system approach or singular
approach is neither feasible nor effective. Acknowledging that advocacy is multifaceted and needs to be collective is paramount to
enable an effective industry advocacy approach.
For advocacy to be done well it requires appropriate communication and approach, and ideally structured pathways. ESSA identifies
that whilst we as the industry body can assist with influencing changes and policies long term, our ESSA professionals are our
primary advocates.
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For example:
On the 22nd April 2015, the Minister of Health and Sport, Susan Ley, announced that a Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS) Review
Taskforce would be established. The Taskforce is considering how the more than 5,700 items on the MBS can be aligned with
contemporary clinical evidence and practice and improve health outcomes for patients. The Taskforce recommendations will be made
to the Minister.
This includes review of allied health items (chronic disease management codes) – posing both significant opportunities and potential
risks to our industry and allied health more broadly.

In reaction to this, ESSA has:
• Developed numerous submissions (comprehensively researched and based on evidence)
• Collaborated with other allied health peak organisations to jointly lobby our collective interests (via Allied Health Professionals
Australia (AHPA))
• Built relationships with relevant Ministers, Advisors, the MBS Review Taskforce, and Department of Health
• Engaged Deloitte Access Economics to develop cost effectiveness data to support lobbying in this space
• Attended and provided feedback at MBS Review Taskforce forums
• Developed media releases and associated campaigns to leverage lobbying and public discourse on this topic.
Our proactive planning in this space has subsequently led to the development of our Active Nation campaign which will be discussed
in more detail later in the toolkit.

To understand what advocacy is we need to acknowledge that
advocacy:
•
•
•
•
•

Involves actions that leads to a selected goal
Can be used as part of a community, business or
organisation initiative combined with other key
components (i.e. not stand alone)
Is not a direct service
Does not always need to involve confrontation or conflict
Can vary pending the circumstances

In the allied health space, knowledge of a variety of health sector reforms has led to a planned, strategic, and methodical approach
in ESSA advocacy pertaining to, for example:
•
•
•
•

National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
Aged Care Funding Instrument (ACFI)
Department of Veterans’ Affairs (DVA) review
Private Health Insurance (PHI) reform

5
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For example:
Workforce issues occurring in the National Disability Insurance Scheme
ESSA has established strategic relationships with AHPA (Allied Health Professionals Australia) and the key organisations within
that group, as well as actively participating in provider forums and ensuring ESSA has the opportunity to provide responses to all
submissions to the NDIA to advocate for AEPs as well as promoting AES working in the disability space.
Part of this advocacy process has been to engage with members to obtain key case studies, to support AEP services under the NDIS,
and relevant resource development, to assist with grass roots campaigning to support members engaging at their local level with
NDIA and consumer groups. The Members’ Lounge and Active Nation website have a number of resources to support your advocacy
in key health areas.

ESSA sees advocacy to involve:
•
•
•

ESSA professionals promoting their services and skills to consumers and referrers
Lobbying around key health and government issues that will impact services (e.g. changes to MBS)
Building and promoting the industry in multiple platforms (e.g. urban health, corporate health, clinical services etc)

TARGETING YOUR ADVOCACY
Health advocacy, across all levels, ‘aims to bring about change in institutional policy and practice, public opinion and behavior, and
public health priorities’[3]. Successful advocacy, however, is achieved via multiple platforms and channels. Some of which include:
• Stakeholder meetings
• Conferences and events
• Awareness-raising campaigns
• Press activities
When approaching advocacy within your organisation or workplace, it is important to understand what your foundational areas of
advocacy are.
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For example:
(1) With ESSA’s current ESSA for an Active Nation campaign, our key advocacy priorities are:
• Mental Health
• Aged Care
• MBS review
• PHI review
• NDIS
• Preventative Health
In knowing what our key areas of advocacy are, we are then able to determine who our key target advocacy groups are to assist us
with promoting ESSA professionals to the wider community. Thus, we, as an industry and membership body, would target:
• Government (local, state, federal)
• Key decision makers (CEOs, advisors)
• Consumer groups
• Industry bodies
• Workforce
• Media
• ESSA members and professionals
(2) As a service provider of fitness services your business goals, for example, might be to provide prevention programs to middle aged
men and women. To do this you have identified that your key advocacy areas would be to:
• Educate the community on your services
• Increase your clientele
• Increase your referral base
In knowing what your key areas of advocacy are, you would then be able to determine who would be best to target to assist you with
achieving your goal of promoting your services within the wider community. You may then approach:
• Allied health professionals
• Sporting clubs
• Recreational groups
• Consumer groups
• Businesses within your area that don’t have health and well-being packages established
Whilst the two examples above have different key advocacy areas, the overall process has been the same.

IDENTIFY YOUR WHO,
WHAT, WHEN AND WHERE!
Advocacy in Action:
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PREPARING TO ADVOCATE
In preparation for delivering your key messages, it is important to establish a process to assist with clear and concise
messaging supported by evidence. It is also important to ensure that your issues are local and relevant, particularly when
engaging with local governments or local community groups.
Some key tips shared by advocacy groups locally and internationally include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Know your audience
What’s the hook
Be objective and reliable
Be collaborative and helpful
Be short and concise
Be authentic yet positive
Meeting objectives whilst acknowledging there may be some compromise
Planned
Focused
Relevant
Purposeful

Advocacy plans are cyclical in nature and it is important to revisit and evaluate your advocacy progress.

The following diagram demonstrates key stages or steps in the advocacy process, followed by advocates globally.

1

Identify your
priorities

8 Monitor and evaluate
progress and impact

2 Identify your

3 Develop your

4 Choose your message

7

6

5 Identify opportunities to

target audience

Manage risks

message

Review and identify
gaps

i.e. your communication
method

deliver your messages
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In the previous examples, and any advocacy efforts, preparation for your advocacy topics is important.
•
•
•
•
•

Check your facts to maintain your credibility – i.e. use your qualifications and skill set to show accurate best practice
and supportive data/evidence.
Plan for and promote small wins – you potentially won’t get your result straight away, it often involves a process.
Have an advocacy pathway. Know who you are contacting and what that relationship is. Keep a record!
Get the timing right – i.e. middle of election, change of CEO, etc. may not be the right time.
Be open to windows of opportunity – any meeting is a good meeting!

Agenda Setting
Getting an issue on
the policy agenda

Monitoring and Evaluation
Monitoring and assessing the policy’s
application and impact

Phases of
Formulation and Enactment
Developing a policy that responds to the
decision issue
and getting it passed by the relevant
7
agency or branch of government
making

Implementation and
Enforcement
Putting the policy into
action and enforcing it
when necessary
6. Adapted from: Veneklasen, Lisa and Valerie Miller, A New Weave of Power, People, and Politics: The action guide for advocacy and citizen participation,
Just Associates, Washington, DC, 2002 p..
7. Miller, Valerie, and Jane Covey, Advocacy Sourcebook: Frameworks for planning, action and reflection, Institute for Development Research, Boston,
1997.
Taken from UNICEF Advocacy Toolkit[4]

The UNICEF advocacy strategy outlines the following as key questions to pose to your organisation and team when putting
together your advocacy plan:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do we want?
Who can make it happen?
What do they need to hear?
Who do they need to hear it from?
How can we make sure they hear it?
What do we have?
What do we need?
How do we begin to take action?
How can we tell if it’s working?
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Key capabilities of effective advocacy also involves:
• Demonstrating your credibility (e.g. specific case studies / examples of success)
• Skills – how do you differ from other professionals who also provide exercise services
• Leadership and coordination
• Capacity to generate and communicate relevant evidence
• Risk assessments
• Sufficient resources
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Taken from the PHAIWA advocacy handbook, page 7
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The PHAIWA[2] advocacy wheel here highlights
the many ‘spokes’ required to work towards
your end advocacy goal. In reviewing the wheel,
it is clear that there may be many stakeholders
working towards a common goal. Creating,
building and maintaining these partnerships
and relationships in the long term will develop a
comprehensive approach.
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For ESSA professionals, we are aiming to be the lead industry body in exercise and sports science and showcasing what
you and your services bring as a potential solution is key.
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ADVOCACY CHALLENGES
Advocacy does come with a variety of challenges.
Many people have the misconception that it is simply a discussion or a presentation in front of key people that will instigate
change. But advocacy requires a multi-faceted approach often involving a variety of methods, for example: events,
submissions, forums, collective voices and the list goes on! It is necessary to keep in mind that your advocacy efforts,
despite planning and concentrated efforts, may or may not gain traction and therefore instigate change. Advocacy to be
effective needs, in many cases, a win: win situation for the people advocating as well as who you are advocating to!
You as an individual promoting your business or service, as well as being an exercise professional promoting your industry,
need to also determine and weigh up the risk versus benefit of your advocating to ensure that appropriate traction is
achieved. Know your audience and the ‘solution’ you can bring to the party.

10
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The following have been identified as key challenges for advocacy[1,2,4]:
• Achieving great things with small budgets;
• Not leaving room for complacency;
• Staying the course – advocates need to be vigilant and in it for the long haul;
• Waiting for on opportunity;
• Waiting for an outcome;
• Achieving consensus among stakeholders;
• Creating and maintaining a high profile;
• Avoiding exhaustion;
• Maintaining strong partnerships;
• Staying politically neutral and being truly bipartisan;
• Working with the ever changing political environment including changes of governments;
• Understanding the role of the media and your relationship with the media; and
• Knowing when to stop advocating.
Advocates need to be vigilant and in it for the long haul.

For example:
It took three years of ESSA’s extensive advocacy and relationship building for the South Australia WorkCover scheme to include
Exercise Physiology services to provide Functional Capacity Evaluations (FCEs) and Workplace Assessments (WPAs)!

One of the most important things around advocacy, despite the challenges, is to ensure relationships with key stakeholders are built
and developed.
There is often a misconception that one voice in front of key change-makers can make significant change in one day. We need
to however recognise that in high profile areas such as government, there is, particularly in Australia, an ever-changing political
environment which includes changes of positions. If you have established a relationship with a member of parliament and they lose
their position or change, this needs to be factored in to your relationship building and advocacy momentum. A challenge that is out of
your control.
The same concept can be applied to working within industry when promoting the skills of exercise scientists within the fitness
industry or preventative health space. If key organisational leaders, i.e. the change-makers, leave, building rapport and educating the
organisation and subsequent staff needs to be developed.
Building and maintaining relationships are key!
Top tips to create successful relationships include:
• Ensuring it is a two-way relationship i.e. give and not just take
• Create strategic and tactical partnerships
• Aim to engage on common ground i.e. shared or mutually beneficial plans and strategies with mutual accountability
• Exchange information. Show that you are willing to share your resources for a collaborative outcome
• Develop common messaging and dissemination processes
• Analyse the strengths and weaknesses of your organisation and your intended partnership to work on a complimentary advocacy
plan together

11
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ESSA ADVOCACY TOOLKIT
What is in your ESSA toolkit?
ESSA has created a number of resources that may be useful for your advocacy efforts, including:
•

Active Nation resources (letters, factsheets)
Active Nation is a platform for you to engage members of the public, key leaders and so forth, by signing the petition to support
advocacy efforts collectively. The Active Nation resource section provides factsheets for you to take to your meetings to assist in
providing evidence based research as well support your key messages. This will continually be developed.

•

Exercise Right (consumer factsheets, blogs)
Your consumers are key in your advocacy process and building services. Use the Exercise Right page to provide resources to
adults and children relative to their chronic disease, as well as inform them about the impact of exercise in their lives.

•

EIM factsheets (factsheets for GPs, nurses and consumers) and the GP visit kit
Engage with your GPs and PHNs or other key groups that require education around conditions via EIM factsheets. Promote you
as an exercise professional in the preventative space.

•

Commissioning of health services and tender opportunities
Engage with local tender opportunities through government funding, PHN grants, sport and community grants to build your
service and support the community by educating them on exercise and the benefits of physical activity.

•

Marketing brochures and ESSA Business Network
Other marketing tools can be found in the Members’ Lounge and within the new ESSA Business Network.

•

Social media
Don’t under-estimate the power of social media and hashtags! Use effectively, not negatively.
• Pick the right platforms, follow key people – keep business social media separate to private social media!
• Share and promote consistently
• Avoid controversy – positive spin!
• Use evidence based media – watch out for FAKE NEWS
• Listen to your community / your audience / your consumers
• Use global tweets that will gain ‘e’ momentum
• Use hashtags if they add value to your statement
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SOCIAL MEDIA IN ADVOCACY
Social media if used appropriately can assist with sharing your message to the wider Australian and/or international community.
It enables you to connect with your wider stakeholders which could include staff, consumers, external businesses, sponsors, and
supporters.
Social media, however, can bring an informal and personal touch to your marketing and advocacy approach. Therefore, when using
social media, it is important to ensure you are utilising it effectively and positively to create good outcomes for you, your business and
the industry.
When starting up your various social media platforms, understand what the goals of your organisation are and establish a marketing
plan and/or policy for your staff and users of your social media platforms.
When using social media (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram) ensure you are sharing your messages consistently by:
• Avoiding controversy
• Establish a response plan or protocol to mitigate risk when controversial conversations arise
• If you are wanting to share your message ensure you enable sharing options without compromising your privacy and log in details
Social media is now used universally for a wide variety of messaging. By developing a social media policy for your business, you
reduce the potential risk that often arises with social media.
When using the various platforms for your business ensure that you:
• Keep your business website up-to-date
• Don’t buy followers
• Use evidence based news and research and not fake news
• Ensure you listen to your community and intended audience
• When using photos ensure you have the relevant information and consent of the people used within your photos
• Don’t share sensitive stories without the consent of those involved
The appropriate use of a hashtag can also cover a wide range of social media users and your messaging or advocacy efforts could be
shared across the globe. When using hashtags, it is important to think of the ‘value add’ and the audience you are trying to attract.
ESSA encourages members to utilise the following hashtags to promote efforts and further industry advocacy and exposure:
• #ESSA2018
• #exercise
• #AEPs
• #EIM
• #exercise right
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WHAT CAN I DO?
As an individual from the exercise and sports science industry, you can:
•
Promote your service
•
Engage with referrers
•
Network / build relationships
•
Write to your local MP by using the aged care template letter on the Active Nation website
•
Build effective social media and website platforms

WORKING WITH
GOVERNMENT AND POLITICIANS
Elected representatives at federal, state and territory level want to be kept informed on issues in their electorate, and your local
Member of Parliament (MP) and state/territory Senators want reliable and expert sources of information on healthcare.
To create a collective voice in parliament for healthy advocacy that benefits the Australian population, then you must let your MP
and Senators know where ESSA and its members stand on health policy issues.
Elected representatives want to respond to the needs of their constituents and therefore MPs and Senators make time to meet
with constituents on a regular basis. Surveys of elected representatives find political offices rate personal communication
from constituents as having the most clout. In preparing to approach your local MP, learn more about your leader and build a
relationship with them. Once you have made contact (email, phone or face-to-face), maintain this connection and continue to
update your MP on health care issues as a trusted expert. As you progress your relationship with your local MP, keep ESSA
informed of your small wins and efforts. You then can share your advocacy plan with other like-minded professionals in your area,
enabling you to create a collective advocacy approach.
Health professionals have a powerful and respected voice. While many health professionals are focused on service delivery
through clinical, academic or administrative work, taking the time to work with ESSA and wider stakeholders to advocate for
Australia’s public healthcare system will help maintain and improve Australia’s universal, high quality and affordable healthcare
system to benefit the whole community.
Ongoing communication from a reliable expert will help your local MP and Senators understand the health issues affecting their
constituents as well as the issues facing health service providers located within their electorates. Communication pathways
could include:
• Engage your consumers / clients with key promotional activities of your service
• Attend local events relevant to your services (e.g. fun runs, PHN meetings, sporting events)
• Keep ESSA informed of key activities that could be supported at a state or national level
For larger-scale change (e.g. regulatory bodies), often these advocacy processes and pitches are better received at an
organisational level. ESSA encourages the workforce to raise key concerns with ESSA national office to ensure a more
effective, united and consistent messaging can be maintained with regulatory bodies.
Therefore, ESSA wants to work with its accredited members to reach out to Australia’s elected representatives as well as the
wider Australian community.
Active Nation will continue to develop to assist and support you in your efforts.
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WORKING WITH
PARLIAMENTARY FRIENDSHIP GROUPS
Parliamentary Friendship Groups are groups formally recognised by the presiding officers within parliament for the given term.
The groups are non-partisan and interact with relevant stakeholders on matters relating to a wide range of issues relevant to the
specific groups.
Some groups of the previous parliament that may be of interest to ESSA members and accredited professionals are listed below.
A more detailed list can be found on the Parliament of Australia website.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parliamentary Friends of Arthritis
Parliamentary Friends of the Australian Olympics and Paralympics Teams
Parliamentary Friends of Australian Rules Football and AFL
Parliamentary Friends of Raising Breast Cancer Awareness
Parliamentary Friends of the Close the Gap Campaign
Parliamentary Friends of Diabetes
Parliamentary Friends of Disability Group
Parliamentary Friends the Heart Foundation and Stroke Foundation
Parliamentary Friends of Mental Illness
Parliamentary Friends of Netball

Writing to these groups or liaising with members of the groups they align with is also a good way to assist with advocating your
services as well as promote the industry and concerns collectively and proactively through a non-political platform.

CONSUMER ADVOCACY
Consumer advocacy within a health context is often two-fold.
1. Advocating to consumers about your services.
2. Empowering consumers to advocate on yours or the industry’s behalf.
Health Consumers Queensland (HCQ) has developed the Health Advocacy Framework[5] which aims to provide structure and support
to individual health consumers, their families and carers, as well as consumer groups or organisations to advocate for better health
outcomes.
In creating their framework, HCQ identified:
• Little formal-funded health advocacy is performed
• Most advocacy is underfunded and often conducted informally
• Diverse approach to health advocacy
Therefore, empowering consumers and their communities can result in better outcomes for the individual as well as the broader
Australian population.
When assisting consumers to become advocates it is important for the health or exercise professional to[5]:
• Ensure that health consumer needs and rights are promoted and addressed
• Assist the consumer with appropriate resources to encourage confidence and self-advocacy
• Be accountable and transparent in the messages you are encouraging your consumers to portray
• Provide support by linking with appropriate networks, community groups and other services they require
• Link with consumer groups relevant to their conditions to assist in supporting the advocacy of exercise for example in their
treatment plan (e.g. MS society, Cancer Council, Diabetes Australia)
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Health Advocacy Diagram

Like your overall advocacy strategy and plan,
consumer advocacy is also cyclical in nature. This
diagram has been taken from the Health Advocacy
Framework[5].

HCQ also outlines six core principles for effective health advocacy that also emphasises the consumer centered care approach that
the Australian health care industry is collectively adopting. It highlights again that the advocacy process is not linear and not fixed.

PRINCIPLE

DESCRIPTION

Consumer Centred
Opportunities

The consumer is at the centre of the interaction.
Stakeholders promote and support opportunities for both
individual and systemic advocacy.
All those involved work together with respect and
recognise each other’s roles and contributions to the
process.
All those involved work together with respect and
recognise each other’s role and contribution to the
process.
Matters raised are acknowledged and responded to.
The aim of all parties is to find a solution which is
acceptable to the consumer.

Recognition

Relationships

Response
Resolution
Taken from page 23 of the Health Consumers Framework[5]

COMMITTED
ORGANISATIONS

The Australian Government Initiative, Cancer
Australia[6], also outlines in their Consumer Involvement
Toolkit the cyclical nature of consumer advocacy.
The Consumer Involvement Toolkit emphasises that
organisations working with consumers and consumer
groups need to acknowledge that the roles and tasks
for advocacy vary for the organisation compared to
their consumers.
The following figure (page 17) from the toolkit outlines
the different levels of consumer capability and
organisational capacity when advocating. It is important
to acknowledge that education and awareness building,
as well as understanding health literacy of your clients
and consumers will determine the level of advocacy
your client may be able to undertake.

Governance, cultural
engagement, clear objectives,
resources and support,
education and training,
facilitation research, data and
evolution

SHARED FOCUS

Accessible information
and support, delivery of
quality services and best
practice, research and
evaluation, policy
development,
benchmarking and
linkages

IMPROVING
OUTCOMES AND
EXPERIENCES OF
PEOPLE EFFECTED
BY CANCER

CAPABLE
CONSUMERS

Experience of disease,
motivation, capability to
meet environment,
understanding of context,
learning and development,
support and networks,
mentoring

INCLUSIVE GROUPS

Champions, mutual
respect, equality, combined
learning and development
communication

Taken from page 6 of the Consumer Involvement Toolkit[6]
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CONSUMER CAPABILITY

Steer clear objectives
Drive the organisations towards
achieving objectives

Credible knowledge and experience
Shared responsibility
Produce material objectives

Access Learning and Development
Understanding the objectives
Mentoring
Represent the broad view
Strategic thinking

Understanding the context
Experience of disease
Motivation
Communication

Health literacy

ORGANISATIONAL CAPACITY

Set
priorities,
lead major
activities
CONSUMER-LED

Work equally with
health professionals,
administrators,
researchers and policy
makers
PARTNERSHIP

Involved in information, support, cancer
services, policy, research and spanning
the patient pathway
INVOLVING

Seek information, provide feedback
CONSULTING

Provide information, seek feedback, build
awareness, improve health literacy
INFORMING

Commits an organisational objective to
consumers/consumer organisations and acts on outcomes
Involves consumers in setting policy and
strategic directions

Engages consumer organisations in partnerships
Consumers fully integrated in boards, working parties
and all aspects of the organisations, including best
practice improvements

Provide education and training
Selection
Facilitation
Building consumer involvement into all
aspects of the organisation
Networking opportunities

Consult focus groups surveys
Consultative workshops

Feedback/forums
Newsletters/resources
(oral, electronic, print, web)

For example:
Your client may be able to advocate to their GP or allied health professional that they require exercise services as part of management
or treatment of their condition, however may not feel comfortable or have the skills to advocate to a wider community group.
An employee may also recognise the benefits of basic health or fitness checks as part of their workplace, but may not have the tools
or resources to advocate at a higher level within their organisation.
Enabling, empowering and supporting consumers to facilitate their level of advocacy is key. Creating and building relationships
beyond their capability may need to be facilitated by your organisation and business in conjunction with your already established
stakeholders.
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CONCLUSION
In building a sustainable workforce and industry, our advocacy efforts also need to look to the future as well as the present.
In providing this resource, ESSA hopes that this empowers you and your organisation to create business opportunities, as well as
assist in identifying key trends and changes across the industry, which may help inform and direct your advocacy efforts.
Several resources provided in Appendix 1 also features various templates such as letters, advocacy plans and stakeholder
mapping charts that will assist in building your advocacy approach for various platforms, contexts and audiences.
Please continue to refer to the Active Nation website, as this will continue to evolve with additional resources and updates.
Finally, if you have not yet signed the ESSA for an Active Nation petition, please do so here!

APPENDIX 1:

EXAMPLES OF OTHER ADVOCACY TOOLKITS AND RESOURCES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AHPA. (2017). Allied Health Priority Areas. Available at: www.ahpa.com.au/advocacy/
American Heart Association. (2016). American Heart Association Advocacy Campaign Planning Manual. Available at:
www.voicesforhealthykids.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Advocacy-Campaign-Model-Manual.pdf
Global Advocacy for Physical Activity. (2010). The Toronto Charter for Physical Activity: A Global Call for Action. Available at:
www.interamericanheart.org/images/PHYSICALACTIVITY/TorontoCharterPhysicalActivityENG.pdf
Heart Foundation. (No date). An Advocacy Toolkit for Health Professionals. Available at: www.heartfoundation.org.au/images/
uploads/publications/Heart_Foundation_A4_Advocacy_ToolKit_Brochure_WEBHR.pdf
ISPO. (2015). Advocacy Guidelines. Available at: http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/ispoint.site-ym.com/resource/resmgr/5_SUPPORT/
ISPOWER_Advocacy_Guidelines.pdf?hhSearchTerms=%22advocacy%22
NDIA. (2017). Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Engagement Strategy. Available at: www.ndis.gov.au/Aboriginal-andTorres-Strait-Islander-Strategy
Plan International. (2014). The Education We Want: Workshop Facilitator Guide for the Advocacy Toolkit. Available at:
https://plan-international.org/publications/advocacy-toolkit
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